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Specifications, Features, Options & Warranty

Light Commercial Warranty

• Heavyweight 2 x 4” oval steel frame constructed of 11-gauge tubular steel 
 with 7-gauge backing plates.
• Electrostatic powder coat finish in Platinum Sparkle with   Charcoal accents.
• Fast and effective gun rack style half rack offers eight separate bar catches 
 and over 6 feet of vertical support (310 lbs. capacity).
• Integrated tray style rack for handy storage of dumbbells, kettlebells, 
 medicine balls and a variety of training accessories.
• Integrated four-point welded floor anchors.
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Height: 83 in/211 cm       
SH Wt: 280 lb/127 kg

NOTICE: TuffStuff continually engages in research related to product im-
provement. As a result, the product received by the customer may differ 
slightly from its published description. Improvements in materials, produc-
tion techniques and design refinement may at any time be introduced into 
our products. TuffStuff reserves the right to make changes in its product 
without notice.

Dual loop anchors provides 
convenient anchor points and 

storage options for battle ropes 
and rubber tubings.

Dual weight horns and bumper 
racks allow multiple plate 

storage options for all 
plate sizes.

Oversized Olympic bar holder 
provides space saving vertical 

bar storage and acts as 
secure anchor point for

 battle rope training.

CLX-LM Landmine
(option)

 CLX-SP Safety Spotters
(option)

CLX-1000 
X-Lift Cross Training Rack

Durable zinc-plated dual chin bar design offers both standard and 
fat grip training options and provides secure anchor point 

for strap and ring suspension.

TEN (10) YEARS: Frames and welds.
FIVE (5) YEARS: Pivot bearings.
SIX (6) MONTHS: Finish.
ALL OTHER PARTS not mentioned, one year from 
the date of delivery to the original purchaser.

Light Commercial Use*: Light Commercial warranty applies only to facilities 
like hotels, apartment complexes, personal training studios, fire & police stations, 
etc. where the equipment would be used by no more than 30 people per day.
*Refer to the Owner’s Manual for details, assembly & maintenance requirements.

Home Lifetime Warranty: Purchased for HOME use only. Lifetime to the 
original purchaser and applies to defects from manufacturer only.



With the popularity of cross training continuing to grow, many of today’s 
fitness enthusiasts are participating in a wide variety of training protocols and 
incorporating dumbbells, kettlebells, medicine balls, battle ropes and dynamic 
bodyweight elements into their fitness routines.

While traditional run-of-the-mill squat stands are only designed to accommodate 
basic barbell exercises, the CLX-1000 X-Lift Cross Training Rack has been 
specifically engineered to support today’s popular style of cross training workouts. 
The CLX-1000 combines advanced features, thoughtful design elements and rock 
solid construction into a single, functional, training package.

Accessories , kettlebells, dumbbells, weights and 
Olympic bar as shown are not included with the rack.

Ken Gallarza
CEO & Founder of World Calisthenics Organization

CLX-LM Landmine (option)

The perfect all-in-one system designed to 
maximize your cross training experience.

The space saving, forward facing design and lengthened base frame with welded 
floor anchors, provides a secure base for suspended bodyweight training, while the
reinforced storage tray keeps dumbbells, medicine balls, kettle bells and workout 
accessories, off the floor and within easy reach. The storage tray also 
doubles as an elevated support platform for performing a variety 
of bodyweight exercises while the dual pull up 
bars offer multiple grip choices.

CLX-SP Safety Spotters 
(option)

Welded anchor loop.
Anchor hole

Reinforced oversize tray 
holds a variety of training 

aids and accessories.
“The CLX-1000 is a sturdy and solid piece of equipment.
 It exceeded my expectations and my testimonial proof 
is shown on these pages”.

Unique dual chin-bar 
design plus integrated 

storage hooks.

WARNING: When performing suspended body weight exercises, 
always maintain at least 200 lbs. of counter weight on the storage 
racks or bolt unit securely to the floor (anchor holes provided).
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